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CURRENT AFFAIRS

Sources: Indian Express; Livemint; The Hindu

News: India joined the IPEF declaration and agreed to three pillars out of 
four pillars of the Indo-Paci ic Economic Framework for Prosperity.

About Indo-Paci ic Economic Framework for Prosperity (IPEF):
 It is a U.S.-led economic grouping comprising India and 13 countries located 

in the Pacific ocean.

 Members of IPEF are the U.S.A, Australia, Brunei, India, Indonesia, Ja-
pan, South Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, Vietnam, and Fiji.

 IPEF members account for 40 percent of the global GDP.

 IPEF is not like a “traditional” free trade agreement having reciprocal 
market access. On the other hand, It allows members to negotiate the parts 
of the agreement they want to.

Four key pillars of IPEF:
 Connected Economy by enhancing digital economy and trade: Aim is 

to fuel economic activity and investments bene itting both workers and 
consumers by establishing high-standard, inclusive, free, and fair-trade 
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commitments. Here, the U.S. is willing to extend cooperation for enhanc-
ing the digital economy and trade. 

 Resilient Supply Chain Economy: As a crisis response measure and en-
suring business continuity this framework ensures access to key raw and 
processed materials, semiconductors, critical minerals, and clean energy 
tech.

 Clean Economy through decarbonization, clean energy, and infra-
structure: Development of sustainable and durable infrastructure for 
adopting renewable energy through technical assistance and mobilizing 
inance, including concessional inance.

 Fair Economy through anti-corruption and good corporate gover-
nance measures: Through enforcing the robust tax, anti-money laun-
dering, and anti-bribery regime, and curbing tax evasion. 

Reasons for the inception of IPEF:
 The emergence of multi-country trade agreements such as the Regional 

Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) led by China.

 U.S. withdrawal from Trans-Paci ic Partnership (TTP) during the 
Donald Trump era left the U.S. without an economic and trade strategy to 
counter China’s increasing economic in luence in the Indo -Paci ic region.

 To reap the economic bene its of growth in the Indo-Paci ic as IPEF 
tries to form an economic accord allowing like-minded nations to set technical 
rules. As the White House Fact Sheet on IPEF projected IndoPaci ic to be the 
largest contributor to global growth over the next 30 years.

 Assured supplies of common goods at lower costs: With the inception 
of IPEF supply chains will become more resilient in the long term, pro-
tecting consumers against costly disruptions and higher prices.

 Achieving emissions reduction goals through decarbonization and clean 
supply chains.

 Countering China: IPEF will provide the ground for the U.S. to regain its 
position as a major economic player in Asia from China. Various provi-
sions of the IPEF such as setting digital norms or corporate governance, 
and focusing on securing supply chains and critical minerals aim to pre-
vent China from framing global economic rules.

 Reducing the economic dependencies of IPEF nations on China as 
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many U.S. companies are moving away their manufacturing from China.
Participating countries through IPEF will be able to bring those businesses 
into their territory.

Concerns and Challenges associated with IPEF:
 Lack of market access negotiations with members: The United States 

mostly focuses on high-standard agreements in its trade accord like 
Trans-Paci ic Partnership. In IPEF, also America may demand the same 
standards from its partners without any inducements in the form of mar-
ket access and trade agreements. Developing nations like Vietnam and 
Indonesia may ind it dif icult to make binding commitments on issues 
such as anti-corruption standards without trade inducements.

 Feasibility of  IPEF grouping: As IPEF is neither a forum to discuss tariff 
reductions or increasing market access nor it constitutes a free trade 
agreement.

 Doubt among potential participants about U.S.’s willingness to offer 
signi icant concessions under the agreement: As U.S. does not need 
congressional approval to act under the IPEF like other traditional trade 
agreements.

 Volatile domestic politics in the U.S.raising concerns regarding IP-
EF’s durability: Abrupt withdrawal of the U.S. under the presidential 
leadership of Donald Trump from the TPP, still haunts many regional 
partners.

 Geopolitical caution pursued by the U.S. by excluding its ally Taiwan 
from the IPEF, despite its willingness and economic merit to join 
IPEF: U.S. does not want to further politicize and heighten China’s opposition 
to the IPEF framework by including Taiwan.

 Possibility of Bipolar World: Due to IPEF regional partners may be forced 
to respect either Washington or Beijing’s imperatives.

India’s stand on IPEF: 
 India has joined the declaration and agreed to three out of four pillars of 

trade relating to supply chains: tax, anti-corruption, and clean energy. 

 India has not joined the fourth pillar that deals primarily with trade 
as IPEF’s digital governance framework came in direct conflict with India’s 
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digital framework and laws.

 India is planning a comprehensive legal framework to regulate the over-
all Internet ecosystem, such as data privacy, data localization, cybersecu-
rity, etc. The U.S.  is apprehensive that the Indian side may demand data 
localization even in the case of data of US-based companies.

Importance of IPEF for India:
 IPEF will help India to strengthen its presence in the Indo-Paci ic region. 

 India can act in the Indo-Paci ic region, without being part of regional 
groupings like the China-led Regional Comprehensive Economic Part-
nership or Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Paci ic 
Partnership.

 IPEF will help India to get disengaged from supply chains that are de-
pendent on China and will further help it to build resilient supply chains 
through the network of the global supply chain.

 IPEF will help India to reduce its reliance on China for raw materials as 
the IPEF partners will act as new sources of raw materials and other es-
sential products.

Short Summary: 
 The U.S. tries to regain its position in Asia precisely in Indo-Paci ic through 

Indo-Paci ic Economic Framework for Prosperity(IPEF) that it lost to 
China. Despite strong reasons for the inception of IPEF, it came up with 
its challenges. IPEF is different from the traditional framework without 
reciprocal market access allowing members to negotiate the parts they 
want to. India has agreed to three out of four pillars of the IPEF declara-
tion i.e. supply chains, clean economy, tax& anti-corruption. But, there 
is a deadlock on the fourth pillar related to trade due to the digital gov-
ernance framework. India is also successful in balancing between the 
U.S.-led Indo-Paci ic Economic Framework for Prosperity and Russia-led 
Eastern Economic Forum(EEF).

Articles:

1. Indian Express Explained: India accepts three out of four pillars of US-led 
IPEF, so why has it stopped short of a total agreement?
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2. Livemint: What-does-the-indo-paci ic-economic-framework-mean-for-
india-and-the-world?

3.  The Hindu Explained: What is the Indo-Paci ic Economic Framework for 
Prosperity?

Sharad

Source: The Hindu

News: In the recently concluded monsoon session of Parliament (July-Au-
gust), the government sent two bills i.e. Competition (Amendment) Bill, 
2022, and the Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2022 to the Standing Commit-
tee of Parliament for detailed examination.

About Department-Related Parliamentary Standing Committees 
(DRSCs):

 Parliament has 24 Department-Related Parliamentary Standing Com-
mittees (DRSC) jointly constituted by the Speaker of the Lok Sabha and 
the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha.

 Department-Related Parliamentary Standing Committees (DRSCs) com-
prise members from Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha in a ratio of 2:1.

 Mandate of DRSCs: To examine various legislations referred to it, the 
budget proposals of different Ministries, and also to do policy thinking on 
the vision, mission, and future direction of the concerned Ministries.

 During the tenures of the 14th (2004-2009), 15th (2009-2014) and 16th 
Lok Sabhas (2014-2019) percentage of Bills that have been referred to 
the DRSCs are 60%, 71%, and 27%, respectively.

Importance of Department-Related Parliamentary Standing Commit-
tees (DRSCs) in law-making:

 It will improve the productivity of Parliament: In this monsoon ses-
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sion, Parliament was able to pass only ive pieces of legislation in its lim-
ited legislative time. The productivity of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya 
Sabha is 47% and 42% respectively.

 For Proper examination of Bills: Parliamentary committees help prop-
erly examine bills, especially from the perspective of consumers and 
stakeholders.

 Prevent Bills from later/abrupt withdrawal by the government: Be-
fore bills were sent to standing committees they just remained a bu-
reaucratically conceived piece of legislation. Many bills that were passed 
without being referred to the DRSC were withdrawn at a later stage. Ex-
ample: Passage of three Farm Bills.

 Bonhomie and cordial deliberations in these committee meetings 
aid members in adding value to the legislation’s content and reaching a 
consensus.

 Help in fostering the trust of parliamentarians, both from the 
ruling party and the Opposition parties leading to a good ambience of the 
discussions in the parliament.

 Examination of pieces of legislation in the committees brings some sort 
of ownership to the members of the committee, both from the ruling 
side and the Opposition.

 Utilization of skills and experience of members of the commit-
tee: The skills of the chairman and committee members also got tested 
through the examination of these bills.

Steps to ensure proper utilization of Department-Related Parliamenta-
ry Standing Committees (DRSCs):

 Provision for compulsory/automatic process of reference of Bills 
to standing committees. Exemptions must be made by stating speci ic 
approval of the Speaker/Chairman after detailed reasons for the same.

 Speaker and Chairman of the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha must have 
powers to refer Bills to a DRSC of Parliament with some exemptions.
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 Frank and free discussions in the Parliamentary Standing Commit-
tee by ensuring that no whip of the party would apply to them in com-
mittee meetings. Members should have the liberty to vote in favour or 
against the Bill in Parliament.

 Fixed timeline for recommendations and presentation of commit-
tee report: These timelines should be decided by the Speaker Chairman. If 
the committee fails to give its recommendation within the stipulated time, 
the Bill may be put up before the House concerned directly.

 Invitation of experts like subject matter experts/young research-
ers having necessary domain knowledge for a short period to ensure 
quality work in the committees, these experts will introduce the latest 
developments and trends in that ield from worldwide.

 Collaboration of Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs and commit-
tee chairmen to organize parliamentary works during the inter-sessional 
period. In most cases, the government and the committee chairmen are lax 
in organizing committee meetings between two sessions of the parliament.

 Committees should offer suggestions for the Ministry to take up new ini-
tiatives and people-friendly measures, especially in case of budget pro-
posals of the Ministries.

Short Summary: 

 After realizing the importance of Department-Related Parliamentary 
Standing Committees (DRSCs), the government started referring bills to 
the committees. But, there is still more to ensure proper utilization of 
Department-Related Parliamentary Standing Committees (DRSCs).

Article: An essential pit stop in parliamentary business (Author: Desh Deep-
ak Verma).

Sharad
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News: While speaking at the annual SCO summit in Uzbekistan Chinese Pres-
ident Xi Jinping appealed for cooperation between members of the Shang-
hai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to prevent foreign powers from inciting 
“colour revolutions” and destabilising countries.

About “colour revolutions”:

Initially, “colour revolutions” used to refer to uprisings of the early 2000s in 
former communist nations in Eastern Europe. Now, it is also used in refer-
ence to popular movements in the Middle East and Asia. 

Most colour revolutions are based on large-scale streets mobilisation de-
manding free elections or regime change and calls for the removal of author-
itarian leaders.

In colour revolutions protesters often wear a speci ic colour, like orange in 
the case of Ukraine’s Orange Revolution.

Colour revolutions are also used to describe movements named after low-
ers like the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia. 

Beijing is also sceptical that the Hong Kong protests in 2019, took  “colour 
revolution characteristics”.

Criticism of Colour revolutions: It is believed that colour revolutions have 
been orchestrated by the United States and its Western allies to further their 
geopolitical interests as these revolutions have destabilising in luences on 
adversaries of the U.S. such as Moscow and Beijing.

Types of Colour revolutions:

Orange Revolution: Orange revolution occurred when reports from domes-
tic and international observers claimed that Ukraine’s 2005 Presidential 
election was runoff between Viktor Yushchenko (Western ally) and then 
President Viktor Yanukovych (Russia backed) was rigged in favour of Mos-
cow backed candidate i.e. President Viktor Yanukovychein. The US and Eu-
ropean Union did not recognize the victory of Yanukovych. In the aftermath 
of the elections series of protests took place in Ukraine between November 
2004 and January 2005. Protesters took to the streets across the country 
wearing orange colour (Yushchenko’s campaign colour). Finally, Ukrainian 
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Supreme Court annulled the results and ordered a re-vote in which Yush-
chenko emerged victorious.

Tulip Revolution or First Kyrgyz Revolution: When Kyrgyzstan’s President 
Askar Akayev with his allies and families won the parliamentary elections of 
2005 many foreign observers such as Organisation for Security and Co-op-
eration in Europe (OSCE) claimed that election fraud had occurred and the 
election process was deeply lawed. Then, protests or movements started for 
the ouster of President Askar Akayev who had been President since 1990. 
In March 2005, opposition leaders began to occupy the outside area of the 
parliament building in the capital of Kyrgyzstan i.e. Bishkek. With the move-
ment’s growing momentum across the country, there were growing calls for 
the removal of Akayev. Initially, Akayev refused to negotiate but with grow-
ing pressure, he led to Russia with his family from where he resigned. There 
were reports that the U.S. govt had provided inancial aid to the Kyrgyz op-
position before the election through non-governmental agencies or NGOs.

Jasmine Revolution: During the reign of longtime President Zine el-Abidine 
Ben Ali corruption, unemployment, in lation and lack of political freedoms 
became regular features of Tunisia. Con iscation of wares of the young vege-
table vendor by the police leading to his self-immolation in front of the gov-
ernment building acted as an immediate catalyst for the movement. Young 
vegetable vendors’  response to the con iscation became the symbol of the 
hardship and injustice that Tunisians were facing during the long reign of 
President Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali. The popular uprising peaked in Tunisia 
from December 2010 to January 2011. The phrase Jasmine revolution used 
to describe the movement as Jasmine was Tunisia’s national lower. Initially, 
Tunisian security forces used violence to quell the movement killing hun-
dreds and injuring thousands. The violent response of the Tunisian govern-
ment led to widespread domestic and international criticism. Facing heat 
President Ali pledges reforms in vain. Finally, Ali was ousted in January 2011. 
Jasmine revolution was an important milestone in the history of the colour 
revolution as it inspired a wave of protests in North Africa and the Middle 
East, which came to be known as the Arab Spring.

Short Summary:

History of major protests and movements across the world de ined by colour 
revolutions. Colour revolutions changed the fate of many countries. Mostly 
these revolutions began as a protest against the tyranny of despotic rule, 
but some analyst believes that most of these movements were funded by 
the U.S. to bring regime change and destabilise the adversary of the United 
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States. China recently witnessed protests in Hong Kong with characteristics 
of colour revolutions.

Important points to remember for Prelims:

Bishkek is the capital of Kyrgyzstan.

Locate the Capital and Countries surrounding Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan and Tu-
nisia on Map.

Articles: What are the ‘colour revolutions’ that China’s Xi Jinping has warned 
against?

Sharad

Process of inclusion or exclusion 
from the Scheduled Tribes list

News: Recently, Union Cabinet approved a proposal to add several tribes 
to the ST list after the threat of launch of protest by six tribal communities 
of Assam i.e. Adivasi, Chutia, Koch-Rajbongshi, Matak, Moran and Tai-Ahom 
over an “inordinate delay” in their inclusion in the ST list.

Of icial Population of Scheduled Tribes in India:

Under Article 342, 705 ethnic groups are listed as Scheduled Tribes. 

According to data provided by Census 2011, More than 10 crore Indians are 
noti ied as STs and approximately 1.04 crore noti ied ST population live in 
urban areas.

The STs constitute 8.6%  and 11.3% of the population and rural population 
respectively.

Recent addition of communities to the ST list:

Himachal Pradesh: Hatti tribe from the Trans-Giri area of Sirmour district.

Tamil Nadu: Hill tribes from Narikoravan and Kurivikkaran.

Chhattisgarh: Binjhia community
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Uttar Pradesh: Gond community 

To prevent exclusion of already existing Scheduled Tribes but with different 
spellings and pronunciations, the Cabinet has approved the addition of sev-
eral alternative names for already existing Scheduled Tribes in the ST list. 
Example: Chhattisgarh’s Sawar, Sawara, and Saunra same tribal community 
but with different spellings.

Now, these communities were entitled to reservation bene its under the 
Scheduled Tribes(ST) list.

Criteria to begin the process of inclusion or removal of SC, ST list:

Several criteria to establish whether a community is a Scheduled Tribe or 
not are ethnological traits, traditional characteristics, distinctive culture, 
geographical isolation, and backwardness.

The recent view of the Supreme Court is that it is no longer sure about an 
“af inity test” used to sift through distinct traits to link a person to a tribe as 
cultural contact, migration, and modernization might have erased the tra-
ditional characteristics of a tribe.  Supreme Court wanted a ix fool-proof 
parameter for determining whether a person belongs to a Scheduled Tribe 
or not. 

Procedure to add or remove a community from SC, ST lists:

It is at the discretion of a State government to recommend certain commu-
nities for addition or subtraction from the list of SCs/STs.Stae government 
mostly rely on recommendation from studies it commissions from time to 
time. For Example: Classify the Hatti community in Himachal Pradesh.

Now, the concerned State government sent the proposal to include or re-
move any community from the Scheduled List to the Union Ministry of Trib-
al Affairs.

After deliberations and examination of the proposal by the Ministry of Tribal 
Affairs, it went to the Registrar General of India (RGI). 

After approval by the RGI, the proposal is sent to the National Commission 
for Scheduled Castes or National Commission for Scheduled Tribes. 

The proposal is again sent back to the Union government, for inter-ministe-
rial deliberations, after which it got introduced in the Union Cabinet for inal 
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approval.

The inal decision to specify the changes under Articles 341 and 342 rests 
with the President’s of ice. President assents to a Bill that amends the Con-
stitution (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950 and the Constitution (Scheduled 
Tribes) Order,1950 after it is passed by both the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha 
is necessary for inclusion or exclusion of any community in the Scheduled 
Tribes or Scheduled Castes list.

Final step: President issues a noti ication specifying the changes in the 
Scheduled Tribes or Scheduled Castes list under powers vested in it from 
Articles 341 and 342.

Short Summary:

Keeping in mind the interests of various tribal communities government 
amended the SC, and ST lists and also recti ied several provisions to pre-
vent the exclusion of certain communities. Government looks at certain 
prede ined criteria such as ethnological traits, traditional characteristics, 
distinctive culture, geographical isolation, and backwardness to exclude or 
include members from SC, ST list de ined under Article 342. The inclusion 
or exclusion process under the ST list starts at the discretion of the state 
government and ends with President issuing a noti ication specifying the 
changes in the Scheduled Tribes or Scheduled Castes list under powers vest-
ed in it from Articles 341 and 342.

Sharad

Source: Indian Express

News: While speaking at the annual SCO summit in Uzbekistan Chinese Pres-
ident Xi Jinping appealed for cooperation between members of the Shang-
hai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to prevent foreign powers from inciting 
“colour revolutions” and destabilising countries.

About “colour revolutions”:

 Initially, “colour revolutions” used to refer to uprisings of the early 2000s 
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in former communist nations in Eastern Europe. Now, it is also used in 
reference to popular movements in the Middle East and Asia. 

 Most colour revolutions are based on large-scale streets mobilisation 
demanding free elections or regime change and calls for the removal of 
authoritarian leaders.

 In colour revolutions protesters often wear a speci ic colour, like orange 
in the case of Ukraine’s Orange Revolution.

 Colour revolutions are also used to describe movements named after 
lowers like the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia. 

 Beijing is also sceptical that the Hong Kong protests in 2019, took  “co-
lour revolution characteristics”.

 Criticism of Colour revolutions: It is believed that colour revolutions 
have been orchestrated by the United States and its Western allies to 
further their geopolitical interests as these revolutions have destabilising 
in luences on adversaries of the U.S. such as Moscow and Beijing.

Types of Colour revolutions:

 Orange Revolution: Orange revolution occurred when reports from do-
mestic and international observers claimed that Ukraine’s 2005 Presi-
dential election was runoff between Viktor Yushchenko (Western ally) 
and then President Viktor Yanukovych (Russia backed) was rigged in 
favour of Moscow backed candidate i.e. President Viktor Yanukovy-
chein. The US and European Union did not recognize the victory of Ya-
nukovych. In the aftermath of the elections series of protests took place 
in Ukraine between November 2004 and January 2005. Protesters took 
to the streets across the country wearing orange colour (Yushchenko’s 
campaign colour). Finally, Ukrainian Supreme Court annulled the results 
and ordered a re-vote in which Yushchenko emerged victorious.

 Tulip Revolution or First Kyrgyz Revolution: When Kyrgyzstan’s Pres-
ident Askar Akayev with his allies and families won the parliamentary 
elections of 2005 many foreign observers such as Organisation for Secu-
rity and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) claimed that election fraud had 
occurred and the election process was deeply lawed. Then, protests or 
movements started for the ouster of President Askar Akayev who had 
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been President since 1990. In March 2005, opposition leaders began to 
occupy the outside area of the parliament building in the capital of Kyr-
gyzstan i.e. Bishkek. With the movement’s growing momentum across 
the country, there were growing calls for the removal of Akayev. Initially, 
Akayev refused to negotiate but with growing pressure, he led to Russia 
with his family from where he resigned. There were reports that the U.S. 
govt had provided inancial aid to the Kyrgyz opposition before the elec-
tion through non-governmental agencies or NGOs.

 Jasmine Revolution: During the reign of longtime President Zine el-
Abidine Ben Ali corruption, unemployment, in lation and lack of political 
freedoms became regular features of Tunisia. Con iscation of wares of 
the young vegetable vendor by the police leading to his self-immolation 
in front of the government building acted as an immediate catalyst for 
the movement. Young vegetable vendors’  response to the con iscation 
became the symbol of the hardship and injustice that Tunisians were 
facing during the long reign of President Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali. The 
popular uprising peaked in Tunisia from December 2010 to January 
2011. The phrase Jasmine revolution used to describe the movement as 
Jasmine was Tunisia’s national lower. Initially, Tunisian security forces 
used violence to quell the movement killing hundreds and injuring thou-
sands. The violent response of the Tunisian government led to wide-
spread domestic and international criticism. Facing heat President Ali 
pledges reforms in vain. Finally, Ali was ousted in January 2011. Jasmine 
revolution was an important milestone in the history of the colour rev-
olution as it inspired a wave of protests in North Africa and the Middle 
East, which came to be known as the Arab Spring.

Short Summary:

 History of major protests and movements across the world de ined by 
colour revolutions. Colour revolutions changed the fate of many coun-
tries. Mostly these revolutions began as a protest against the tyranny of 
despotic rule, but some analyst believes that most of these movements 
were funded by the U.S. to bring regime change and destabilise the ad-
versary of the United States. China recently witnessed protests in Hong 
Kong with characteristics of colour revolutions.
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Important points to remember for Prelims:

 Bishkek is the capital of Kyrgyzstan.

 Locate the Capital and Countries surrounding Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan 
and Tunisia on Map.

Articles: What are the ‘colour revolutions’ that China’s Xi Jinping has warned 
against?

Sharad

Source: The Hindu

News: Recently, Union Cabinet approved a proposal to add several tribes 
to the ST list after the threat of launch of protest by six tribal communities 
of Assam i.e. Adivasi, Chutia, Koch-Rajbongshi, Matak, Moran and Tai-Ahom 
over an “inordinate delay” in their inclusion in the ST list.

Of icial Population of Scheduled Tribes in India:

 Under Article 342, 705 ethnic groups are listed as Scheduled Tribes.

 According to data provided by Census 2011, More than 10 crore Indians 
are noti ied as STs and approximately 1.04 crore noti ied ST population 
live in urban areas.

 The STs constitute 8.6%  and 11.3% of the population and rural popula-
tion respectively.

Recent addition of communities to the ST list:

 Himachal Pradesh: Hatti tribe from the Trans-Giri area of Sirmour district.

 Tamil Nadu: Hill tribes from Narikoravan and Kurivikkaran.

 Chhattisgarh: Binjhia community
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 Uttar Pradesh: Gond community 

 To prevent exclusion of already existing Scheduled Tribes but with dif-
ferent spellings and pronunciations, the Cabinet has approved the addi-
tion of several alternative names for already existing Scheduled Tribes 
in the ST list. Example: Chhattisgarh’s Sawar, Sawara, and Saunra same 
tribal community but with different spellings.

 Now, these communities were entitled to reservation bene its under the 
Scheduled Tribes(ST) list.

Criteria to begin the process of inclusion or removal of SC, ST list:

 Several criteria to establish whether a community is a Scheduled Tribe 
or not are ethnological traits, traditional characteristics, distinctive cul-
ture, geographical isolation, and backwardness.

 The recent view of the Supreme Court is that it is no longer sure about 
an “af inity test” used to sift through distinct traits to link a person to 
a tribe as cultural contact, migration, and modernization might have 
erased the traditional characteristics of a tribe.  Supreme Court wanted 
a ix fool-proof parameter for determining whether a person belongs to 
a Scheduled Tribe or not. 

Procedure to add or remove a community from SC, ST lists:

 It is at the discretion of a State government to recommend certain com-
munities for addition or subtraction from the list of SCs/STs.Stae gov-
ernment mostly rely on recommendation from studies it commissions 
from time to time. For Example: Classify the Hatti community in Himachal 
Pradesh.

 Now, the concerned State government sent the proposal to include or 
remove any community from the Scheduled List to the Union Ministry of 
Tribal Affairs.

 After deliberations and examination of the proposal by the Ministry of 
Tribal Affairs, it went to the Registrar General of India (RGI). 

 After approval by the RGI, the proposal is sent to the National Commis-
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sion for Scheduled Castes or National Commission for Scheduled Tribes. 

 The proposal is again sent back to the Union government, for inter-min-
isterial deliberations, after which it got introduced in the Union Cabinet 
for inal approval.

 The inal decision to specify the changes under Articles 341 and 342 
rests with the President’s of ice. President assents to a Bill that amends 
the Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950 and the Constitution 
(Scheduled Tribes) Order,1950 after it is passed by both the Lok Sabha 
and Rajya Sabha is necessary for inclusion or exclusion of any communi-
ty in the Scheduled Tribes or Scheduled Castes list.

 Final step: President issues a notification specifying the changes in the 
Scheduled Tribes or Scheduled Castes list under powers vested in it from 
Articles 341 and 342.

Short Summary:

 Keeping in mind the interests of various tribal communities government 
amended the SC, and ST lists and also recti ied several provisions to pre-
vent the exclusion of certain communities. Government looks at certain 
prede ined criteria such as ethnological traits, traditional characteris-
tics, distinctive culture, geographical isolation, and backwardness to ex-
clude or include members from SC, ST list de ined under Article 342. The 
inclusion or exclusion process under the ST list starts at the discretion 
of the state government and ends with President issuing a noti ication 
specifying the changes in the Scheduled Tribes or Scheduled Castes list 
under powers vested in it from Articles 341 and 342.

Article: The Hindu Explained: The process of inclusion or exclusion from 
the Scheduled Tribes list 

Sharad
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India and the Eurasian Vacuum
Source: Indian Express

News: Till now India mostly relies on Russia to secure its interests in Eur-
asia but Ukraine’s invasion by Russia puts a question mark on Russia’s tradi-
tional sphere of in luence.

Impact of India’s close ties with Russia/Soviet Union on the Eurasian 
region

 Free access to the Central Asian Republics in the Cold War era due to 
close ties with Russia.

 In the second half of the 1990s India worked with Russia and Iran to 
counter the Taliban in Afghanistan.

 For the regional balance of power, Russia supported India’s membership 
in the SCO despite China’s reservations. 

 Even during India’s military confrontation with China in eastern Ladakh 
(2020), Russia was ready to supply arms to India.

Negative impact of Putin’s war with Ukraine:

 Russian invasion of Ukraine increased the insecurity of its close 
neighbors. If Russia can deny the independent existence of Ukraine it 
can do the same to other republics that were part of the Soviet Union. Ex-
ample: Kazakhstan has been wary of its “strategic autonomy” from Rus-
sia ever since the Russian invasion of Georgia in 2008 and the occupa-
tion of Crimea in 2014 and the invasion of Ukraine.

 Declining capacity of Russia to control and mediate con licts within 
its Eurasian sphere of in luence. For Example: Russia failed to resolve 
Tajikistan – Kyrgyzstan ( founding members of the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation) border dispute and the Azerbaijan -Armenia conflict.

 Capitalization of Russia’s vulnerabilities by China: China is enhanc-
ing its engagement with Central Asian republics. President Xi recently 
announced support for Kazakhstan to preserve its national stability and 
development which is seen as a statement toward Russia‘s expansionist 
policy.
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Current issues & their impact on New Delhi in the Eurasian region:

 Underdeveloped relationship of New Delhi in the Eurasian re-
gion due to the absence of geographic access and limited trade and 
investment ties.

 Rapid rise of China in the new millennium changing regional equa-
tions. China deep[ened its security ties with Moscow and became a lead-
ing economic partner of  Central Asian states.

 Russia is struggling to retain its traditional primacy in inner Asia.

Way forward for India in Central Asia:

 India must look beyond Iran and tie up with its Arab friends like Saudi 
Arabia and the UAE to gain geographic access to inner Asia and pursue 
large-scale regional projects in Eurasia.

 Renewing engagement with Turkey: Turkey is another important force 
in Central Asia which was once known as Turkestan.

 Another important partner for India in the region is European 
Union, which is stepping up its engagement in the Eurasian region 
through its eastern initiative.

Conclusion: The weakening of the Russian sphere of in luence created a 
Eurasian vacuum and unfamiliar geopolitical terrain for India, but it is also 
offering new possibilities.

Short Summary:

 Till now India relies on Russia and Iran to establish its relationship with 
inner Asia (northern and landlocked regions spanning North, Central, 
and East Asia). Even in turbulence India’s close ties with Russia provid-
ed smooth access to Central Asia. But Russia‘s Ukraine invasion and its 
unexpected outcome reduced the traditional primacy of Russia in inner 
Asia. Its neighbors are becoming insecure due to Russia’s expansionist 
policy and its sphere of in luence in the Eurasian region is declining, it 
even failed to mediate con licts within its Eurasian sphere of in luence. 
China is utilizing this opportunity to become a prominent player in the 
Eurasian region. On the one hand, Russia is becoming indebted to Chi-
na due to western sanctions while on the other hand, China is assuring 
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Central Asian republics of their strategic autonomy from Russia. Now, 
India has to ind new ways to secure its interests in inner Asia through 
the European Union, Turkey, and with the help of Arab friends like Saudi 
Arabia and the UAE.

Article: India and the Eurasian Vacuum (C. Raja Mohan)

Sharad

National Assessment and Accreditation Council 
(NAAC) system

Source: The Indian Express

News: Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda’s NAAC ratings were changed 
from A to A+, which sparked controversy due to allegations of bribery.

About NAAC:

 NAAC is an autonomous body under the University Grants Commission 
(UGC), responsible for assessment and certi ication of Higher Education 
Institutions (HEIs) as part of accreditation

 NAAC is a multi-layered evaluation process. It evaluates quality stan-
dards of higher education institutions(HEIs) in terms of curriculum, fac-
ulty, infrastructure, research, and other parameters. 

 NAAC ratings for institutions vary from A++ to C. When an institution 
gets a D, it means that it is not accredited.

 Higher education institutions (HEIs) have to  voluntarily submit applica-
tions for assessment.

 Higher education institutions must now be accredited in accordance 
with the 2012 UGC (Mandatory Assessment and Accreditation of Higher 
Educational Institutions) Regulations.

 NAAC accreditation is valid for ive years.
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Number of accredited institutions in India:

 All India Survey on Higher Education portal has a list of 1,043 universi-
ties and 42,343 colleges. But, only 406 universities and 8,686 colleges 
were NAAC-accredited.

 Highest number of accredited colleges are in Maharashtra (1,869 ) fol-
lowed by Karnataka (914).

 Most accredited universities are in Tamil Nadu( 43).

 NAAC reviewed 19 universities and 121 colleges four times, with a gap 
of ive years between each grading.

Criteria’s to be followed to apply for accreditation process:

 Any higher education institution with a minimum of six years of opera-
tion or with at least two graduated batches can apply for accreditation.

 Institutes must be recognised by the UGC 

 Institutions should have regular students enrolled in their full-time 
teaching and research programmes.

 Accreditation process is done in cycles: Cycle 1 accreditation is the 
irst time accreditation of an institution. Thereafter, Cycles 2, 3, and so 

on  cycles happen after subsequent ive-year periods. 

Accreditation process:

 NAAC follows an “input-based” approach. Means, NAAC mainly relies on 
applicant institutions’ self-assessment reports.

 First step of evaluation: Applicant institutions must submit  a self-
study information report related to quantitative and qualitative metrics.

 Second Step: Validation of institution’ s data by NAAC expert teams.

 Third Step: Thereafter, the NAAC peer team visits the institutions. 

Latest controversy/issues related to accreditation process:

 Bribery allegations: There is controversy that Maharaja Sayajirao Uni-
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versity unduly tried to in luence the peer review team with gold, cash 
and other favours. However, NAAC termed the allegations as false and 
released the improved grading of Maharaja Sayajirao University.

 Higher education institutes (HEIs) do not apply for NAAC evaluation due 
to fear of obtaining a  poor grade or no accreditation.

Way forward:

 Reducing the role of the peer team: Peer  team visits should not have 
significant weightage in assessment and accreditation.

 Adopt an “outcome-based approach” based on learning materials, 
continuous assessment tasks and final examinations for accreditation of 
institutions.

 Introduce Provisional Accreditation system for Colleges (PAC): In this  
one-year-old institutions can also apply for accreditation where provisional 
certificates remain valid for two years.

 Colleges should aspire to improve the quality of education to meet the 
quality standards of NAAC accreditation.

Short Summary: NAAC accreditation process in India always mired in con-
troversies such as corruption and lack of participation of institutions. Hence, 
to improve the ef iciency of the NAAC accreditation process, the government 
or UGC should reduce the role of peer teams in the accreditation process, 
adopt an outcome based approach for accreditation, and introduce a provi-
sional accreditation system for colleges.

Article: Express Explained: The controversy over NAAC’s system for assess-
ing higher education.

Sharad

A census is not about coun  ng sheep

Source: The Hindu

News: There are chances that India may skip its decadal Census as the Cen-
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tral government still has not started the process of a periodical general cen-
sus.

History of Census in India

 India conducted its irst Census in 1872 in a non-synchronous way in 
different parts of the country.

 Thereafter, India has held its decadal censuses regularly from 1881 to 
2011.

Importance of regular census:

 Regular census helped in abolition of slavery: Anti-slavery campaign-
ers employed data from 1850 and 1860 census to build support for the 
abolition of slavery.

 Ef iciency of census is more compared to sample survey: As census 
carries the promise of counting each and every individual.

 Census also helps in ixing data de iciencies related to age, gender, eco-
nomic status, religion and languages spoken.

 Census provides pathways for planning and resolving problems as it 
helps the state to connect with each and every individual.

Impact of regular censuses in India:

 Censuses in India alerted policy makers by providing reliable numbers 
over time. Example: Censuses of 1961 and 1971 alerted Indians about 
pre and post-natal factors contributing to a sharp decline in the gender 
ratio in India.

 Indian census even before the emergence of Big Data provided clean in-
ter-temporal comparability of India’s own performance.

 Census headcounts also slay bigotry and prejudices such as

 Differences in Total Fertility Rate (TFR) across India have to do with re-
ligion or caste instead of region and socio-economic indicators.

 The census 2011 also challenged the myth of divorce rate differentials 
(difference in rate of divorce in urban and rural India).The urban divorce 
rate (0.89%) is almost equal to the rural rate (0.82%).
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 Census is key to the formation and af irmation of different identities 
such as caste, religion, ethnic etc.

Issues associated with census:

 Linking of the Census with the National Register of Citizens 
(NRC) made large sections of the citizens insecure about their ability to 
provide the right paperwork.

 Central government conducted socio-economic and caste census in 2011 
after the last general census, but it did not inalize and publish the caste 
data.

 Dysfunction and inability of State to hold latest general census: Due 
to COVID-19 state postponed the general census of 2021 , but it still has not 
initiated the process.

 Asymmetrical relationship between government and citizen: Gov-
ernment is mining the data of citizens without census through various 
acts and regulations such as Criminal Procedure (Identi ication) Rules, 
2022 , linking electoral rolls with Aadhaar etc.

Conclusion: Government is relentlessly collecting data through other means 
skipping the census, which may prove detrimental for the citizens as well as 
the government. Census done through census enumerator  creates a sense of 
comradeship between citizens.

Article: The Hindu: A census is not about counting sheep (Seema Chisti)

Sharad

Election Commision & Inner Party democracy

Source: The Hindu

News: On the one hand Congress is holding elections for the post of party 
president after a gap of more than 20 years, while on the other hand elected 
Andhra Chief Minister Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy was elected as Yuvajana Shra-
mika Rythu Congress Party (YSRCP) president for life.
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Types of Indian Political Parties:

 Cadre-based parties: These parties have some organizational structure 
directed towards ideological goals or principles. For Example: Bharatiya 
Janata Party or the Communist parties.

 Parties having core ideals but  loose association of individuals with 
different opinions: For Example: Indian National Congress party. 

 Parties with social or regional clout: These political parties have in-
luence among certain sections of the society and regions. For Exam-

ple: Suheldev Bharatiya Samaj Party for Rajbhar community and  Apna Dal 
for Kurmi community. Examples of regional parties are Trinamool Congress, 
Samajwadi Party etc.

Reasons for non-democratic/autocratic tendencies and lack of inter-
nal elections among political parties:

 Multi-party system and federalised nature of India’s polity

 Domination of  “charismatic” individuals or their families in party 
structure.

 Opaque inancing structures of most political parties.

 Dominance of the high command leading to centralised control of par-
ties by a single individual or a family.

 Inadequate competition for internal polls: Parties lack suf icient con-
testation for leadership posts.

 Fear of disunity: Political parties fear that internal contests may foster 
disunity due to the zero-sum nature of electoral politics.

 Absence of statutory or legal basis to mandate internal elections: 
Election commission issued guidelines to conduct periodical  elections 
for party leadership,but it does not have powers to  enforce inner party 
democracy or to mandate elections.

 Prevalence of nomination and consensus-building methods for 
selection of party leadership.
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 Political parties lack a constitutional foundation: Phrase “political 
party” was nowhere mentioned in the Indian Constitution. For the irst 
time, a political party is de ined from Anti-defection law, 1985.

 Paradoxical nature of legislations: India is a party-led democracy. But 
in India, candidates are subject to rules  and regulations more than po-
litical parties.

 Lenient nature of Election Commission to mandate  its executive guide-
lines for periodical internal elections.

 Court observed that Article 324 of the Constitution, or Section 
29(A) of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 did not provide 
ECI the power to regulate internal structures, organisations or elections of 
the party.

Way forward:

 Inception of party constitution for internal regulation of political 
parties: Political parties should  abide by their own constitution.

 Model of state funding of political parties: Former Chief Election 
Commissioner of India S.Y. Quraishi proposed that parties should receive 
money as per the number of votes polled for them. For example, the state 
can pay political parties Rs.100 for each vote polled in their favor. 

 Ensure electoral transparency: EC should ensure that parties must 
submit  documents of expenditure incurred during elections and in the non-
election period.

 Attaching cost to no-compliance of EC orders such as regular  
organisational elections, in case parties conceal changes in office-bearers 
and addresses from EC. Election Commision of India should utilize its 
executive power to ensure organizational elections as happened during 
T.N.Seshan’s tenure.

 Parties should establish a balance between divisiveness of election and 
high command culture so that in the long run it does not weaken the 
party.
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Conclusion: Political parties are aggregations of heterogeneous interests, 
ideas and leaderships leading to internal differences. So, Internal elections 
pave the way for upward mobility through meetings and contests of ideas.

Article: 

1.The Hindu: Internal Democracy.

2.The Hindu: Should the ECI insist on inner-party elections?

Sharad

Banking system liquidity
Source: The Indian Express

News: Banking system turns cash deficit or liquid deficit for the first time since 
May 2019.On September 20, 2022,the banking system liquidity situation turned 
into a deficit mode of Rs 21,873.4 crore.

Concept of Banking system liquidity:

 It is easy availability of cash to meet short-term business and inancial 
needs of banks.

 RBI injects or absorbs liquidity into or from the banking system through 
Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF).

 Liquidity de icit in Banking system happens when the banking system is 
a net borrower from the RBI under Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF).

 Surplus system liquidity happens if the banking system is a net lender to 
the RBI.

Factors responsible for de icit in banking system liquidity

 Improvement in demand for bank credit: According to recent  RBI 
data, Bank credit growth accelerated to 14.2% in the quarter ended June 
2022 from 6% in the same period of the previous year.

 Advance tax payments by corporations squeezed cash out of the bank-
ing system.
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 Intervention of the RBI into the forex market to arrest  the fall in the 
rupee against the US dollar.

 Incremental deposit growth not keeping pace with credit de-
mand: According to the latest RBI data, the outstanding bank credit has 
increased by 4.77% in August 2022 compared to March 2022.However, 
deposit growth was just 3.21% during the same period.

Impact of tight liquidity condition on consumers:

 Rise in the government securities (a tradeable instrument issued by 
the Central Government or the State Governments. It acknowledges the 
Government’s debt obligation) yields. 

 Example: On September 21, 2022, the 10-year government bond rate 
jumped to 7.23% from 7.18% on August 20, 2022.

 Higher Interest rates for consumers: A rise in the repo rate will lead to 
an  increase in repo-linked lending rates and the marginal cost of funds-
based lending rate (MCLR) of banks. Hence, higher cost of funds or loans 
to end consumers. 

Possible way forward or Conclusion

 According to experts, RBI intervention should depend upon the nature 
of the liquidity situation. 

 RBI might not have to act if the current liquidity de icit situation is tem-
porary in nature as the funds will  eventually come back into the system.

 But, the RBI might have to take measures to improve the liquidity situa-
tion in the system if it is long-term in nature.

Article: Express Explained: What banking system liquidity going into ‘de i-
cit mode’ means.

Sharad
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Indian Education System & PM-SHRI Scheme

News: To bring harmony in the schooling system, the Union Cabinet has 
approved the PM SHRI schools scheme.

Source: The Indian Express

Current issues faced by schooling system:

 Pandemic associated anxiety: As children and teachers have to turn 
back to regular schooling after switching  to online classes during the 
public health emergency.

 Dif iculty in addressing learning gaps due to confusion among school 
managements and parents.

 Large socio-economic gaps in the country years of investment deficit 
in education.

 Dif iculty in breaking cycles of poor learning due to lack of investment 
in high-quality teachers, training and resource materials.

 Possibility of failure of National Education Policy(NEP) due to 
inadequate teachers training as prescribed in the NEP.

 Systemic de icits and leadership crisis in the teaching profes-
sion due to poor status, low salaries and inadequate working condi-
tions. Hence, leading to lack of motivation among young people to enter 
the teaching profession and work hard.

About PM-SHRI scheme:

 Under the PM SHRI Schools (PM Schools for Rising India) scheme as 
many as 14,500 schools across states and Union Territories will be rede-
veloped to re lect the key features of the National Education Policy(NEP), 
2020.  

 PM SHRI will act as National Education Policy labs or “NEP labs”.

 Existing schools run by the Centre, states, UTs and local bodies can be 
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upgraded to PM SHRI schools. Hence, any school can be  PM SHRI schools 
either  KVs, JNVs, state government schools or even those run by munic-
ipal corporations.

Impact of PM-SHRI schemes on the educational landscape of the coun-
try:

 PM SHRI schools will encompass all aspects of the National Education 
Policy (NEP).

 Reduction in regional disparities: As PM SHRI schools will be available 
in every region to handhold and mentor other schools in their vicinity.

 Availability of appropriate resources and opportunities to stu-
dents through career guidance and monitoring by alumni and good 
physical infrastructure to ensure extensive learning experiences. peda-
gogies and assessment systems

 Integration of PM SHRI school with other schemes such as PM Poshan, 
Samagrah Shiksha and Ayushman Bharat to act as community centers.

 PM-SHRI schools will ensure environment-friendly practices as these 
will be energy-efficient natural farming patches and rainwater harvesting 
systems.

 Creation of employment opportunities to students due to introduc-
tion of vocational education as well as linkages of skill counsellors with 
local industry.

Way forward to make PM-SHRI a success:

 Separate budget allocation to PM SHRI schools by Central and state gov-
ernments to upgrade their facilities.

 Focus on teacher training programme consistent with pedagogical prac-
tices proposed by the NEP. For Example: The government should include 
the “PM TRI” scheme i.e. Teachers for Rising India.
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Article: 

1. Express Explained: PM SHRI: Schools upgraded to ‘NEP labs’

2. A scheme for Teachers ( Ameeta Mulla Wattal)

Sharad


